
Literacy 

*Sharing and re-enacting stories such as Jack and the Beanstalk, 
Little Red Riding Hood and The 3 little pigs 

*Using masks, toys and storyboards 

*Copying Jolly Phonics actions, recognising and vocalising letters 

*Sequencing the story and requesting items linked to the class 
text. 

Mathematics 

*Finding very big and very small things 

*Whose foot will fit the glass slipper? 

*Stacking bricks to make tall towers 

*Following a trail, matching and counting as 
we go 

*Making long and short playdough worms. 

*Collecting and sorting leaves and flowers. 

*Measuring our plants and counting leaves. 

Understanding the World 

*Following the Giant’s tracks 

*Making cookies for a picnic 

*Growing and looking after seeds and plants. 

*Using senses to explore different plants in 

the school grounds. 

*Visiting the, farm and duck pond. 

*Hunting for small world creatures. 

*Using switches and battery operated toys. 

*Talking about and looking at images of the Eid festival.  

 

Traditional Tales 

We will be … 

Physical Development 

*Digging and filling pots and trays. 

*Using spades, trailers and wheelbarrows. 

*Moving like minibeasts. 

*Curling and stretching. 

*Washing hands. 

*Helping to put on and take off role-play clothes 

*Making marks and forming letters. Expressive Arts and Design 

*Using boxes and blocks to make a castle 

*Role-play in the castle, forest and small world 

*Dressing up as story characters 

*Making minibeast models. 

*Playing in the class garden centre outside. 

*Pretending to be explorers. 

 

Personal, Social & Emotional Development 

*Sharing activities with our friends 

*Exploring happy and sad faces. 

*Sharing a teddy bear’s picnic. 

*Making and communicating choices 

*Caring for our outdoor areas 

*Caring for animals 

 

Communication and Language 

*Learning and listening to rhymes such as 

Wiggly Woo and Mary, Mary. 

*Using voices or switches during rhymes. 

*Exploring and imitating sounds 

*Playing listening games and traditional games such 
as  Ring a roses and Farmer’s in the dell 

* Using our individual communication routes to make 
choices about what we want to play with. 

 


